Associations between corresponding stimulus-response locations are often characterized as overlearned, producing automatic activation. However, 84 practice trials with an incompatible mapping eliminate the benefit for spatial correspondence in a transfer Simon task, where stimulus location is irrelevant. The authors examined whether transfer occurs for combinations of physical-location, arrow-direction, and location-word modes in the practice and transfer sessions. With 84 practice trials, the Simon effect was reduced for locations and arrows, and there was complete transfer across these modes; location words showed little transfer within or between modes. These results suggest that the acquired short-term associations were based on visual-spatial stimulus codes distinct from semantic-spatial codes activated by the words. With 600 practice trials, words showed transfer to word and arrow but not location Simon tasks, suggesting that arrows share semantic-spatial codes with words. Reaction-time distribution functions for the Simon effect showed distinct shapes for each stimulus mode, with little impact of the practiced mapping on the shapes. Thus, the contribution of the short-term location associations seems to be separate from that of the long-term associations responsible for the Simon effect.
The spatial mapping defined for a task in which stimulus location is relevant often intrudes onto performance of a task for which stimulus location is irrelevant and another feature relevant . As an example, if participants perform a task for which stimulus locations are mapped incompatibly to responses and then transfer to a task for which stimulus location is irrelevant, the usual benefit for corresponding stimulus and response locations is eliminated or reversed (e.g., Tagliabue, Zorzi, Umiltà, & Bassignani, 2000) . This transfer of the incompatible location mapping to a new task has been attributed to short-term stimulusresponse (S-R) associations defined for the spatial task remaining active in the transfer task.
Spatial information can be conveyed not only by stimulus location but by the direction in which an arrow points or the meaning of a location word (e.g., De Houwer, 2004) . Whether the different location modes activate mode-specific or shared spatial representations is an issue of importance for understanding spatial processing (e.g., De Houwer, Beckers, Vandorpe, & Custers, 2005; Notebaert, De Moor, Gevers, & Hartsuiker, 2007) . For many years the processing of physical-location stimuli was assumed to be automatic, but that of arrows and location words was not, due to their symbolic nature (e.g., Jonides, 1981) . Evidence has accrued, though, indicating that arrows and location words automatically direct attention to the locations they designate (e.g., Hommel, Pratt, Colzato, & Godijn, 2001; Ristic & Kingstone, 2006) , and resolution of how the various location modes are represented and processed has become a central issue. This issue can be investigated in the transfer paradigm, which has been done previously, by determining whether transfer occurs (a) for the arrow and location word modes as it does for physical locations and (b) when the mode in the location-relevant practice task differs from that in the location-irrelevant transfer task. Determination of the specificity of between-mode transfer will provide evidence regarding whether the three location modes activate the same shared representations, completely distinct representations, or visual-spatial representations shared by physical locations and arrows versus semanticspatial representations shared by arrows and location words.
Stimulus-Response Compatibility and the Simon Effect
Spatially distinct responses to stimuli are typically faster and more accurate when the stimulus and response locations correspond than when they do not, even if location is not the relevant stimulus dimension. This phenomenon is often studied in twochoice reaction tasks for which people are to respond to a relevant dimension (e.g., stimulus color) with a left or right response and stimuli can occur in a left or right position. Reaction time (RT) is usually shorter when the stimulus assigned to the right response (e.g., red) occurs in the right location and the stimulus assigned to the left response (e.g., green) in the left location than when the stimulus and response locations do not correspond. This correspondence effect for irrelevant stimulus and response locations is known as the Simon effect (Simon, 1990) . The Simon effect and numerous variants have been studied extensively because they show an influence on response selection of stimulus information that should not be processed intentionally, given the instructed task goals . The Simon effect is classified as a type of stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) effect, along with differences in performance due to correspondence of relevant stimulus and response sets and dimensions. Most models of SRC effects distinguish intentional from automatic response-selection processes (e.g., De Jong, Liang, & Lauber, 1994) . Intentional processes are thought to involve translation of the relevant stimulus information into response activation and are considered to be attention demanding. These processes are sometimes modeled as based on short-term, taskspecific associations (e.g., Tagliabue et al., 2000) . In contrast, the Simon effect is attributed to automatic processes that produce activation of the spatially corresponding response regardless of instructions. These processes are presumed to operate by way of long-term associations, which are hard-wired or overlearned (e.g., Zorzi & Umiltà, 1995) .
An implication of this depiction of the Simon effect is that the predisposition to make corresponding responses should be difficult to overcome because the long-term associations are essentially permanent. However, contrary to the implication, as noted, the Simon effect can be eliminated or reversed by having participants practice a two-choice task for which stimulus location is relevant and mapped incompatibly to responses and then perform a Simon task for which stimulus location is irrelevant.
Transfer of Task-Defined Location Associations to the Simon Task Proctor and Lu (1999) had participants practice 900 trials responding to the locations of the letters S and H with incompatible keypresses. When the letter identity was made relevant and stimulus location irrelevant, RT was 24-ms longer when stimulus and response locations corresponded than when they did not. That is, the Simon effect was reversed. Tagliabue et al. (2000) showed that the normal Simon effect could be eliminated by as few as 72 practice trials with an incompatible mapping of left-right locations to keypresses prior to performing a Simon task for which color was relevant. Tagliabue et al. fit versions of a computational model of the Simon effect developed by Zorzi and Umiltà (1995) to their data and concluded that the transfer effect from the prior incompatible spatial mapping was due to the short-term associations established for that task continuing to influence performance in the subsequent Simon task.
The nature of the short-term associations acquired during practice of the incompatible spatial task can be assessed by varying properties of the stimuli used during practice and transfer. Vu (2007) manipulated the dimension (horizontal or vertical) along which stimuli and responses varied in the practice and transfer sessions. After 72 incompatible practice trials on one dimension, the Simon effect for the other dimension in the transfer session was unaffected (see also Proctor, Yamaguchi, & Vu, 2007) . Thus, practice resulted in acquisition of specific S-R associations and not a general "respond opposite" transformation. In contrast, Tagliabue, Zorzi, and Umiltà (2002) and Vu, Proctor, and Urcuioli (2003) found that 72 practice trials with an incompatible mapping of left-right tones to keypresses produced transfer to a left-right visual Simon task. The largest part of the transfer effect is based on spatial codes that are not specific to sensory modality, though there is a modality-specific component as well (Vu et al., 2003) .
Modes for Conveying Location Information
Prior studies of transfer from a location-relevant task to the Simon task have used physical-location stimuli for both tasks. Thus, it is not known whether arrow directions and location words produce similar within-mode transfer effects. There is agreement that location words are symbolic and activate semantic-spatial codes (i.e., codes of spatial meaning; e.g., Hommel et al., 2001; Notebaert et al., 2007) ; arrows are often described as symbolic (e.g., Freitas, Bahar, Yang, & Banai, 2007; Tipples, 2002) , too, though they also have visual-spatial properties (e.g., for a right pointing arrow, the arrowhead is located to the right of the shaft). Both location words and arrows yield mapping effects when the location information is relevant (Wang & Proctor, 1996) and Simon effects when it is irrelevant . So, the opportunity exists to design experiments for those stimulus modes, as with physical locations, in which practice is with an incompatible mapping and transfer to a location-irrelevant task.
Though location words yield SRC effects similar to those produced by physical locations or arrows, the compatibility of the left-right stimulus set with a keypress response set does not appear to be as high for words as for physical locations and arrows. Wang and Proctor (1996) performed factorial manipulations of keypress and vocal "left"-"right" response sets mapped to location-word and physical-location (Experiment 1) or arrow (Experiment 2) stimulus sets. Both experiments yielded similar interaction patterns indicating that set-level compatibility (i.e., compatibility of stimulus and response modes) was higher for physical-location stimuli (or arrows) to keypress responses and verbal stimuli to vocal responses than for the opposite pairings of stimulus and response modes. Similar results were obtained for tasks in which a location word was presented in a left or right physical location or with an arrow pointing left or right, with one stimulus mode defined as relevant and the other as irrelevant (Baldo, Shimamura, & Prinzmetal, 1998; Lu & Proctor, 2001; Virzi & Egeth, 1985) . Such tasks are often called spatial Stroop tasks because there is conceptual overlap, or similarity, not only between the irrelevant dimension and the response set, as in the Simon task, but also between the relevant and irrelevant stimulus dimensions and between the relevant stimulus dimension and the response set. These tasks show little Stroop effect for keypresses when the location word is irrelevant compared to that shown when physical location or arrow direction is irrelevant and location word relevant.
If left-right pointing arrows are processed as visual-spatial stimuli, much like physical locations, then associations established between arrows and response codes during practice with an incompatible mapping should transfer to an ensuing arrow version of the Simon task. Absence of a transfer effect within the arrow mode would imply that the short-term associations established when arrow direction is relevant are not visual-spatial. Location words might also be expected to show transfer of a practiced incompatible mapping to a subsequent Simon task for which location word is irrelevant, either because task-defined associations of semanticspatial codes to keypress responses operate similarly to the associations of visual-spatial codes to keypresses or because the words also activate a shared visual-spatial representation.
However, at least two findings suggest that such transfer for location words may not occur after the small amount of practice that yields transfer for physical-location stimuli. First, the lower set-level compatibility of location words with keypresses than of arrows and physical locations (e.g., Wang & Proctor, 1996) may minimize any tendency for the acquired associations to activate the previously assigned noncorresponding keypresses when location word is no longer relevant. Second, meaning of a location word appears to be less salient than onset of a stimulus in a left or right location or the direction in which an arrow points, which may necessitate that more practice trials be provided for location words than for physical locations or arrows. This possibility is suggested by the finding that extra practice is needed to produce transfer within the vertical physical dimension for visual stimuli than within the horizontal dimension (Vu, 2007) . This extra practice required for the vertical dimension has been attributed to that dimension being less salient than the horizontal dimension (Rubichi, Vu, Nicoletti, & Proctor, 2006) .
More important, by varying whether location mode is the same or different for the practice and transfer tasks, we can determine the extent to which the associations established for the locationrelevant task depend on the mode by which the spatial information is conveyed. If all stimulus modes activate a shared, intermediatelevel spatial representation (see Figure 1A ; e.g., Notebaert et al., 2007; Zhang, Zhang, & Kornblum, 1999) , then transfer should occur between as well as within modes. If all modes do not activate the same intermediate-level representation, then transfer will be more restricted. One possibility is that physical locations and arrows activate common visual-spatial codes and words distinct semantic-spatial codes (see Figure 1B) . If so, associations acquired from practice with arrows or locations should transfer to a Simon task for which the irrelevant location information is in either of those modes but not to one involving location words. Finally, because arrows are symbolic, they may activate a semantic-spatial representation shared with location words instead of, or in addition to, the visual-spatial representation (see Figures 1C and 1D) . In this case transfer should occur between tasks using arrow and word stimuli but not between those using physical-location and word stimuli.
Present Study
To evaluate these issues, we used a design in Experiment 1 for which participants received either no prior practice (no-practice control) or 84 practice trials with an incompatible mapping of physical locations, arrows, or location words to keypresses. Participants were then transferred to a Simon task for which the irrelevant location information was conveyed by physical locations, arrows, or location words. This factorial design allowed examination of the Simon effect for all combinations of practice and transfer modes, thus providing evidence bearing on the generality of transfer within and between the respective stimulus modes. Because Experiment 1 showed little evidence of transfer when location words were used in either the practice or transfer session, Experiments 2-4 were conducted with those stimuli using more extended practice. In Experiment 2, within-mode transfer for location words was evaluated after 0, 84, 300, or 600 practice trials. In Experiments 3 and 4, between-mode transfer was examined for arrows and words and for physical locations and words, respectively, after 600 practice trials.
Experiment 1

Method
Participants. One hundred ninety-two undergraduates from introductory psychology courses at Purdue University participated for experimental credits; all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Sixteen students were assigned to each of 12 conditions that varied by practice mode (no-practice control, physical locations, arrows, location words) and transfer mode (locations, arrows, words).
Apparatus and stimuli. Stimuli were the uppercase words LEFT (1.2-cm long) and RIGHT (1.5-cm long), left-and rightpointing arrows (1.3-cm long; arrowheads 1.0-cm tall), and circles (1.0-cm diameter) in left and right locations. They were presented by a computer on a 14-in. VGA color monitor, viewed from 60 cm and controlled by Micro Experimental Laboratory (2.01). A crosshair in the screen center served as a fixation point. Stimuli for the practice session were shown in white (code 15) on a dark background. The word and arrow stimuli were presented at the screen center. For physical-location stimuli, each circle was presented 7.5 cm to the left or right of center. Stimuli for the transfer session were displayed in red (code 4) or green (code 2).
Procedure. For the practice session, participants were told to respond to the "left" stimulus by pressing the right key (the/key on the bottom row of a computer keyboard) and to the "right" stimulus by pressing the left key (the Z key), with their right and left index fingers, respectively. For the transfer session, participants were told to respond to stimulus color while ignoring the meaning, direction, or location of the stimulus. Red was mapped to the right response and green to the left response for half of the participants, and vice versa for the other half. Participants in the control condition performed only the transfer task.
The practice session included 72 trials plus 12 warm-up trials. Immediately after that session was completed, the experimenter set up the program for the transfer session, which took about 1 min. The transfer session of 144 trials plus 12 warm-up trials was then conducted. For all conditions, the stimulus order was randomized, and participants were instructed to respond quickly and accurately. On each trial, the fixation point appeared for 1,000 ms. At its offset, the target stimulus was presented and remained visible until a response was made; this was followed by a 1,000-ms blank interval. RT was the interval between stimulus onset and depression of a key. A 400-Hz error tone followed an incorrect response for 500 ms.
Results
In the present and subsequent experiments, trials for which RT was less than 100 or greater than 1,500 ms were excluded from analysis (Ͻ 1% of all trials).
Practice session. Mean correct RT and percent error (PE) were calculated for each participant, and analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with practice and transfer modes as between-subjects factors were conducted (see Table 1 ). For RT and PE, the main effect of practice mode was significant, Fs(2, 135) ϭ 77.22 and 5.21, MSEs ϭ 6,306 and 10.28, ps Ͻ .001 and .007, respectively. RT was longer and PE higher when the stimuli were words (564 ms; 4.5%) rather than arrows (415 ms; 2.5%) or physical locations (373 ms; 2.9%). This pattern of performance being worse with location words than with physical locations or arrows is usual (e.g., Vu & Proctor, 2004) , and it likely is a consequence of stimulus identification taking longer and response selection requiring translation of the semantic-spatial code into a spatial code (e.g., Virzi & Egeth, 1985) . The main effect of transfer mode was not significant for RT or PE, Fs(2, 135) Ͻ 1.25, nor was the interaction of practice and transfer modes, Fs Ͻ 1.0. These nonsignificant effects of transfer mode are expected because the different transfer conditions were administered after the practice session.
Transfer session. The RT and PE data are shown in Table 2 . RT differed significantly across the three transfer modes, F(2, 180) ϭ 5.66, MSE ϭ 10,996, p ϭ .004, and PE showed a similar trend, Fs(2, 180) ϭ 2.65, MSE ϭ 9.14, p ϭ .073. Physical-location stimuli showed the fastest but least accurate responses (470 ms and 3.12%), whereas location words yielded the longest RT but intermediate PE (513 ms and 2.67%) and arrows showed intermediate mean RT and the lowest PE (483 ms and 2.25%). PE, but not RT, showed a Transfer Mode ϫ Practice Mode interaction, F(6, 180) ϭ 3.04, MSE ϭ 9.14, p ϭ .007. For the no-practice control conditions, PE was approximately twice as high for location words (3.58%) as for arrows (1.66%) and physical locations (1.74%). In contrast, across all three practice modes, PE was higher for physical locations (3.58%) than for arrows (2.45%) and location words (2.70%).
The correspondence main effect was significant for both RT and PE, Fs(1, 180) (24 ms; 1.9%) than when practice was with arrows (13 ms; 0.6%) or physical locations (9 ms; 0.2%). This interaction indicates that practice with an incompatible mapping of location words produced little transfer to the subsequent Simon task, whereas that with arrows or physical locations acted to reduce the effect. There was no three-way interaction of correspondence with practice and transfer modes for either measure, Fs(6, 180) ϭ 0.89 and 1.71, ps ‫؍‬ .506 and .122, but the pattern of practice with physical locations and arrows transferring to the Simon task but practice with words not transferring appeared to be evident primarily when the stimulus mode in the transfer session was physical locations or arrows. Separate analyses for each transfer mode provided some support for this description: The interaction of practice mode and correspondence for RT was significant when the transfer mode was physical locations, F(3, 60) ϭ 3.62, p ϭ .018, or arrows, F(3, 60) ϭ 3.24, p ϭ .028, but not when it was location words, F Ͻ 1.0. With the word transfer mode, the 7-ms Simon effect for participants who practiced with physical locations was smaller numerically than the 15-ms Simon effect for participants who practiced with location words. To determine whether the unexpectedly small Simon effect for words after practice with physical locations was due to chance, we tested an additional 16 participants who practiced with physical locations and transferred to the location-word Simon task. For these participants, the Simon effect in the transfer session was 33 ms, suggesting that the small value in the original experiment was due to chance (across all 32 participants, the mean was 20 ms). On the whole, then, the location-word Simon task shows little influence of the prior incompatible mapping for any practice mode.
Discussion
As in previous studies (e.g., Tagliabue et al., 2000; Vu et al., 2003) , after practicing 84 trials (72 plus 12 warm-up) with an incompatible mapping of physical locations to responses, the Simon effect for physical locations was eliminated in the subsequent transfer session. The Simon effect for arrows showed a similar influence of prior practice with an incompatible mapping of leftand right-pointing arrows to responses. The Simon effect for arrows was reduced by about the same amount as for physicallocation stimuli, but the effect was not completely eliminated because its initial value was larger than that for physical locations. The Simon effect for location words was not reduced significantly by prior practice with an incompatible mapping of location words to responses, although the mean value was somewhat less than that for the no-practice control.
Transfer across physical-location and arrow stimulus modes was evident after this small amount of practice. Regardless of whether practice was with one of these modes or the other, the Simon effect in the transfer session was reduced to a similar extent. This outcome provides evidence that the physical-location and arrow modes have shared spatial representations: The S-R associations between these representations acquired with one mode transfer completely to the other mode when the location information is irrelevant. Given that practice with an incompatible mapping of location words did not significantly reduce the Simon effect on RT for location words, it is not surprising that it also did not reduce the Simon effect for physical locations or arrows. However, practice with an incompatible mapping of physical locations or arrows, which did show transfer effects within and between those two Figures 1B and 1D . The short-term associations of visual-spatial codes to responses developed by the 84 practice trials with an incompatible mapping continued to affect performance when physical locations or arrow directions were irrelevant in the Simon task, but those associations of semantic-spatial codes to keypresses did not.
Experiment 2
The lack of transfer within the location-word mode in Experiment 1 may be a consequence of the limited amount of practice received, or it may reflect a more enduring property of the relation between location words and keypresses. Because other studies have shown that some stimuli require more than 84 practice trials to yield transfer effects (e.g., Vu, 2007) , we varied the amount of practice with the incompatible location-word mapping in Experiment 2. After 0, 84, 300, or 600 trials, all participants were transferred to the location-word version of the Simon task.
Method
Ninety-six new undergraduate students from the same subject pool as in Experiment 1 participated. Twenty-four students were assigned randomly to each of four conditions that differed only in the amount of practice with the incompatible location-word mapping.
The method was the same as in Experiment 1, except for the differences noted. The stimuli were the location words LEFT and RIGHT, presented at the center of the screen in white for the practice session and in green or red for the transfer session. The practice session consisted of 84, 300, or 600 trials, depending on the assigned condition, and an additional control group that did not receive the practice session. For participants who received 600 trials in the practice session, an opportunity for a 5-min break was provided after 300 trials, after which they could proceed to the next 300 trials. Due to the possibility of fatigue effects resulting from the more extended practice used in this study, there was a mandatory 5-min break between the practice and transfer sessions for all participants except those assigned to the control group.
Results
Practice session. ANOVAs were conducted for RT and PE (see Table 3 ) as a function of practice (84, 300, 600 trials). RT showed a practice effect, F(2, 69) ϭ 4.48, MSE ϭ 7,411, p Ͻ .015, but PE did not, F Ͻ 1. RT was longer for the 84-trials group (M ϭ 577 ms; PE ϭ 3.48%) than the 300-trials (M ϭ 508 ms; PE ϭ 2.82%) and 600-trials (M ϭ 518 ms; PE ϭ 3.35%) groups.
Transfer session. For RT (see Table 4 ), the main effect of practice amount was not significant, F Ͻ 1. The main effect of correspondence approached the .05 significance level, F(1, 92) ϭ 3.79, MSE ϭ 614, p Ͻ .055, and the interaction of correspondence with practice amount was significant, F(3, 92) ϭ 3.12, MSE ϭ 614, p Ͻ .030. The Simon effect was 20 ms (SE ϭ 9.28) for the no-practice control group, 15 ms (SE ϭ 6.42) for the 84-trials group, Ϫ2 ms (SE ϭ 6.03) for the 300-trials group, and Ϫ6 ms (SE ϭ 6.40) for the 600-trials group.
For PE (see Table 4 ), the main effects of correspondence F(1, 92) ϭ 2.71, MSE ϭ 7.63, and practice amount, F(3, 92) Ͻ 1, were not significant, but the interaction of those variables was, F(3, 92) ϭ 6.03, MSE ϭ 7.63, p Ͻ .001. The Simon effect was 2.32% for the no-practice group, 1.56% for the 84-trials group, 0.89% for the 300-trials group, and Ϫ2.15% for the 600-trials group.
Discussion
In agreement with Experiment 1, transfer of the incompatible mapping was not observed after 84 practice trials. However, transfer did occur after 300 or 600 practice trials. Thus, more practice is required for significant within-mode transfer of an incompatible mapping of location words than of physical locations or arrows. Because within-mode transfer was most strongly evident for location words after 600 practice trials, this number of trials was used in two additional experiments to determine whether transfer occurs between location words and arrows and between location words and physical locations, respectively.
Experiment 3
This experiment addressed the issue of whether, after 600 practice trials with an incompatible location mapping, transfer occurs between location words and arrows. In addition to examining transfer in the direction of words to arrows, we also examined transfer in the direction of arrows to words. This method allowed us to determine whether any observed between-mode transfer is unidirectional or bidirectional. If location words and arrows activate common, shared representations, then bidirectional transfer should be obtained.
Method
Forty-eight new undergraduate students, randomly assigned to one of three groups, were recruited from the same subject pool used in Experiments 1 and 2. One group performed the 600-trial practice session with the location-word stimuli and then transferred to the Simon task with arrow-direction stimuli. The second group performed the practice session with the arrow-direction stimuli and then transferred to the Simon task with location-word stimuli. The third group performed the Simon task with arrowdirection stimuli without any practice task to serve as a baseline for that task. Because the transfer task with location words was conducted identically to Experiment 2, the control group from that experiment who performed the location-word Simon task without the prior practice task was used as the baseline for the locationword Simon task. The apparatus was the same as in the preceding experiments, and the stimuli were the same as the arrows and words used in Experiment 1. In other respects, the procedure was the same as that of Experiment 2, except for the difference in stimulus modes and practice amounts.
Results
Practice session. Independent-sample t tests were performed to compare RT and PE for arrows and location words. Responses were significantly faster for arrows (M ϭ 425 ms) than location words (M ϭ 526 ms), t(46) ϭ 4.31, SE ϭ 23.40, p Ͻ .001, but these stimulus modes did not differ in accuracy, t(46) ϭ 1.56, SE ϭ 0.58.
Transfer session. RT and PE (see Tables 3 and 4) were submitted to separate ANOVAs as a function of practice condition (control, 600-trials practice), transfer mode (arrows or location words), and correspondence (corresponding, noncorresponding; within-subject). For RT, the main effect of correspondence was significant, F(1, 92) ϭ 67.56, MSE ϭ 484, p Ͻ .001, indicating a Simon effect of 26 ms, as was the interaction with transfer mode, F(1, 92) ϭ 16.14, MSE ϭ 484, p Ͻ .001. This interaction is due to the Simon effect being larger when arrows were used for the transfer task than when location words were (39 versus 14 ms).
The main effect of practice condition approached significance, F(1, 92) ϭ 3.72, MSE ϭ 12,252, p ϭ .057, with RT being 30 ms shorter following 600 practice trials than with no prior practice session. More important, correspondence interacted with practice condition, F(1, 92) ϭ 5.56, MSE ϭ 484, p Ͻ .020: The Simon effect was smaller after 600 trials practice with the incompatible mapping (19 ms) than after no practice (33 ms). Also of importance, there was no three-way interaction of those variables with transfer mode, F Ͻ 1.0, indicating that the transfer effect was of similar magnitude for location words to arrows as for arrows to location words.
For PE, only the main effect of correspondence was significant, F(1, 92) ϭ 41.93, MSE ϭ 7.88, p Ͻ .001. A Simon effect of 2.52% was evident in the PE data.
Discussion
After 600 trials practice with incompatibly mapped locationword or arrow-direction stimuli, transfer across modes occurred. Regardless of which mode was used in practice and which in transfer, the Simon effect in the transfer session was smaller than that shown by participants who did not receive the prior practice. This pattern of results indicates that arrows and location words activated a common representation. Taken together with the findings from Experiment 1, these results suggest architecture like that in Figure 1D .
Experiment 4
Physical locations are more distinct conceptually from location words than are arrows because they are not symbolic and are displayed in two distinct locations, rather than a single central location, for SRC and Simon tasks. Thus, it is important to examine whether location words and physical locations also show bidirectional transfer after 600 practice trials. If the transfer between words and arrows is due to their activating shared semantic- spatial codes based on their symbolic nature, as the architecture depicted in Figure 1D suggests, then physical-location stimuli would not be expected to activate these representations, and transfer between location words and physical locations should not occur. Experiment 4 was conducted similarly to Experiment 3, then, except that physical-location stimuli were used instead of arrows.
Method
Seventy-two undergraduate students were newly recruited from the same subject pool as in Experiments 1-3. They were randomly assigned to one of three groups. For the first group, practice was with incompatible mapping of location words to responses and transfer was with the physical-location version of the Simon task. For the second group, the stimulus modes for the practice and transfer tasks were opposite. The third group received only the physical-location Simon task without prior practice, providing a baseline for that task. As for Experiment 3, the location-word control group from Experiment 2 provided the baseline for the location-word Simon task. In other respects, the method was similar to that of Experiment 3.
Results
Practice session. Responses were significantly faster for physical locations (M ϭ 406 ms) than location words (M ϭ 564 ms), t(46) ϭ 5.16, SE ϭ 30.68, p Ͻ .001 (see Table 3 ). However, the two stimulus modes did not differ in accuracy, t(46) ϭ 1.62, SE ϭ 0.52.
Transfer session. An ANOVA as a function of practice condition (control, 600 practice trials), transfer mode (physical location, word) and correspondence (noncorresponding, corresponding) was conducted for RT and PE (see Table 4 ). For RT, only the correspondence main effect was significant, F(1, 92) ϭ 19.48, MSE ϭ 751, p Ͻ .001. The Simon effect was 18 ms.
For PE, the main effect of correspondence was significant, F(1, 92) ϭ 6.58, MSE ϭ 5.90, p ϭ .012. The Simon effect was 0.82%. However, the three-way interaction of correspondence with the other two variables was, too, F(1, 92) ϭ 6.52, MSE ϭ 5.90, p ϭ .012. This interaction indicates that for location words the Simon effect was smaller after practice with incompatibly mapped physical locations than in the control condition, whereas for physical locations the Simon effect was larger after practice with incompatibly mapped location words than in the control condition. However, neither of these individual differences was significant in separate ANOVAs performed for each transfer mode, Fs(1, 46) Ͻ 1.1, indicating little evidence of a transfer effect when each practice condition was compared to its appropriate control.
Discussion
With extended practice, there was little evidence of cross-mode transfer effects from physical-location stimuli to location words, or vice versa. Thus, the results of Experiment 4 are generally consistent with the network architecture in Figure 1D , in which physical locations and location words activate distinct intermediate representations but arrows activate both.
RT Distribution Analyses
Transfer effects produced by prior practice with an incompatible mapping may alter the processing dynamics in the Simon task. This was examined by conducting RT distribution analyses for which correct RTs for each participant were ranked from shortest to longest separately for corresponding and noncorresponding trials. Each RT distribution was then divided into quartile bins with the mean computed for each bin, and Simon effects were obtained by subtracting mean RT for corresponding trials from that for noncorresponding trials (see, e.g., De Jong et al., 1994) . For Experiment 1, a 4 Bin ϫ 4 Practice Mode ϫ 3 Transfer Mode ANOVA was performed on the Simon-effect measure. The bin variable showed only a Bin ϫ Transfer Mode interaction, F(6, 540) ϭ 23.60, MSE ϭ 1,154, p Ͻ .001. This interaction indicates different distribution functions for the three types of stimuli used in the transfer session (see Figure 2) .
Follow-up ANOVAs showed that the Simon effect decreased across RT bins for the physical-location transfer mode (see Figure  2A) , F(3, 180) ϭ 38.34, MSE ϭ 890, p Ͻ .001, increased for the location-word transfer mode (see Figure 2C ), F(3, 180) ϭ 11.78, MSE ϭ 1,763, p ϭ .001, and did not differ for the arrow transfer mode, (see Figure 2B) , F Ͻ 1. The decreasing function for physical locations is usually attributed to rapid activation of the corresponding response followed by its dissipation (e.g., De Jong et al., 1994; Vu & Proctor, 2004) . The increasing function for location words may suggest a longer time needed for activation to build up (Vu & Proctor, 2008) , whereas the lack of influence of bin for arrows suggests relatively constant activation across the RT range. Consistent with the overall ANOVA, the Bin ϫ Practice Mode interaction did not approach significance for any of the three transfer modes, emphasizing that the effects of practice mode on mean RT did not alter the shapes of the distributions.
For Experiment 2, in which the stimuli were location words for both practice and transfer, the bin main effect and the Practice Amount ϫ Bin interaction were significant, Fs(3, 92) ϭ 8.22 and 5.28, MSE ϭ 1,507, ps Ͻ .002. The Simon effect increased from the first to last RT bin (see Figure 3) ; this was the case for the 0-and 84-trial practice groups, whereas for the 300-and 600-trial groups, the functions were relatively flat, showing little Simon effect. This outcome suggests that transfer may occur by different means for location words than for physical locations or arrows with less practice, an issue we consider more in the General Discussion.
For Experiment 3, which examined between-mode transfer for arrows and words after 600 practice trials, the bin main effect and the Transfer Mode ϫ Bin interaction were significant, Fs(3, 92) ϭ 21.45 and 6.45, MSE ϭ 1,070, ps Ͻ .006. The Simon effect increased from the first to last bin (see Figure 4) , and this increase was greater for location words (50-ms increase from Bin 1 to 4) than for arrows (20-ms increase from Bin 1 to 4). As in Experiment 1, transfer of the incompatible mapping did not significantly influence the Simon-effect distribution, F(3, 92) ϭ 2.13, MSE ϭ 1,070, p Ͻ .137, though the plot in Figure 4 shows that the increase across the distribution after practice with an incompatible mapping was not quite as large as for the control conditions. For Experiment 4, which examined between-mode transfer for arrows and words, the only significant term involving bin was the interaction with transfer mode (see Figure 5) , F(3, 92) ϭ 25.85, MSE ϭ 1,521, p Ͻ .001. Location words showed an increase in Simon effect across bins (60 ms), whereas physical locations showed a decrease (Ϫ32 ms).
General Discussion
Location information can be conveyed by different stimulus modes, and whether these modes are represented and processed in similar or different manners is a fundamental issue in spatial information processing (Hommel et al., 2001; Notebaert et al., 2007) . We obtained evidence relevant to this issue by examining the generality of transfer effects within and between modes. Several prior studies have shown that the Simon effect for physicallocation stimuli is abolished after fewer than 100 prior practice trials with an incompatible spatial mapping. This finding was replicated in Experiment 1, which also showed that transfer occurs similarly when an incompatible mapping of arrow stimuli to responses is used in practice and an arrow version of the Simon task in the transfer session. The Simon effect for arrows is not eliminated, though, because the baseline effect is larger than that for physical-location stimuli. Practice with arrow stimuli showed complete transfer to a physical-location Simon task, as did practice with physical-location stimuli to an arrow Simon task. This complete transfer between arrow and location modes provides strong evidence that these two types of stimuli activate shared spatial representations (as in Figures 1B and 1D ), most likely visualspatial codes, which become associated with the incompatible spatial response in the practice session.
In contrast to the results obtained with physical locations and arrows in Experiment 1, location words showed little evidence of within-or between-mode transfer after 84 practice trials. However, when practice with the incompatible mapping of location words was extended to 300 or 600 trials in Experiment 2, transfer to the location-word Simon task was evident. This transfer within the word mode after extended practice suggests that S-R associations based on semantic-spatial stimulus codes can be established, but more practice is required for them to be sufficiently strong to affect performance in the transfer session. However, as discussed more fully later, the effect of the extended practice on the location-word Simon effect across the RT distribution is different than that for the location-word and arrow-direction Simon effects, which implies that different mechanisms may underlie the transfer effects.
Although complete bidirectional transfer between arrows and physical locations was evident in Experiment 1, arrows do not seem to be processed identically to physical locations because the Simon effect for arrows was larger and did not show the decrease across the RT distribution that the Simon effect for physical locations did. Experiments 3 and 4 provide evidence that the difference may be that arrows also share semantic-spatial representations with location words, in addition to the visual-spatial codes shared with physical-location stimuli. In Experiment 3, transfer from arrows to location words and from location words to arrows was apparent after 600 practice trials, whereas transfer between physical locations and location words was not clearly evident. Thus, even after extended practice, there is little indication of transfer between tasks using physical-location and locationword stimuli, suggesting that they do not activate shared spatial representations, implicating architecture like that in Figure 1D .
The conclusion that physical-location stimuli share spatial representations with arrows but not location words differs somewhat from the implications of results obtained when incompatibly mapped location-relevant trials are randomly intermixed with Simon trials (Proctor, Marble, & Vu, 2000) . With mixed tasks, the Simon effect reverses when the location information for both tasks is in the same stimulus mode, regardless of whether that mode is physical locations, arrows, or location words. Thus, location words show an effect of the location-relevant mapping when that task set is currently in effect but not when it was previously in effect for only 84 trials. Also, when the location information for intermixed location-relevant trials and Simon-task trials is conveyed by different stimulus modes, the influence of the incompatible mapping for the intermixed location-relevant task on the Simon task is reduced greatly for all mode combinations (Proctor et al., 2000; Proctor & Vu, in press ). Thus, this reduction occurs even when one mode is physical locations and the other arrows, although the reduction may not be quite as large as when one of the mixed modes is location words. That a distinction between arrows and physical locations reduces the influence of the mapping on performance of the Simon task in the mixed-tasks paradigm but not the transfer paradigm suggests that the benefit of the mode distinction in the former case may be due to its helping participants to determine whether location or color is relevant for the particular trial. This is not a factor in the transfer paradigm, where the participant knows in the transfer session that stimulus color is relevant on all trials. For the mixed-tasks paradigm, Notebaert et al. (2007) reported evidence that location words from the first language (Dutch) of bilingual participants (also fluent in French) activate representations that are shared with physical locations. In their study, incompatibly mapped location words from the first language reversed the Simon effect for trials on which the color of a circle was relevant and its location irrelevant. In contrast, when the location words were all from the second language, there was no reduction of the Simon effect. Notebaert et al. attributed this lack of influence for the second-language words to their only weakly activating the shared spatial representation. However, under similar mixed-task conditions, De Houwer (2004) found no influence of the Dutch first-language words on an arbitrary set of vocal responses to colors of physical-location stimuli, and Proctor and Vu (in press) found no reduction in the Simon effect with keypresses for English speakers at a U.S. university. Thus, it is unclear under what conditions a mapping for location words will affect performance of intermixed trials for which physical location is irrelevant. If the intermixed location-word mapping indeed has an effect on performance of the physical-location Simon task when the words are from the participant's native language, this would suggest that the absence of transfer effect from location words to physical-location Simon task in the present study is due to a lack of durability of the short-term associations between the shared representations and responses.
In the present study, the physical-location Simon task showed the pattern of decreasing Simon effect as RT increased in Experiments 1 and 4, which is often interpreted as showing rapid activation of the corresponding response, followed by its dissipation. Zhang and Kornblum (1997) have shown more generally that this pattern reflects greater variability for corresponding than noncorresponding trials, and the overall advantage for the corresponding trials reflects a shorter mean RT for that distribution. For location words, the Simon effect tended to increase across RT bins, an outcome also found in other studies (Vu & Proctor, 2008) . This increase indicates greater variability for the noncorresponding trials than for the corresponding trials, possibly because more time is required for semantic-spatial codes to activate their corresponding keypress responses due to the lower set-level compatibility (see, e.g., Lu & Proctor, 2001) .
For arrows, the Simon effect remained relatively constant across the RT distribution, tending to increase only slightly, indicating that the distributions for corresponding and noncorresponding trials had similar variability. The Simon effect was larger for arrows than for locations or words, and the distribution functions suggest that this may be because both the visual-spatial and symbolic properties contribute to the effect. As the activation produced rapidly by the visual-spatial code decreases, this may be offset by an increase in activation produced by the semantic-spatial code. However, it is not possible to rule out that the relatively flat distribution function for arrows is due entirely to visual-spatial coding, because physical-location stimuli do not show a decreasing function when the stimulus and response locations both vary along the vertical dimension .
Practice for 84 trials with an incompatible mapping of arrows or locations in Experiment 1 reduced the Simon effect for arrows or locations in the transfer session but did not affect the distribution functions for the Simon effect. Likewise, 600 practice trials for arrows or words in Experiment 3 reduced the Simon effect for the alternative mode in the transfer session but did not influence the distribution functions. The effect of prior practice in both Experiments 1 and 3 was mainly to alter the overall level of the Simon effect while not changing much the pattern across the RT distribution. If the shapes of the distributions are due to the time course of activation, then the reduction/elimination of the Simon effect in these cases following practice with an incompatible mapping apparently is not due to alterations in the time course of activation.
The lack of influence of prior practice with an incompatible location mapping on the time course of the Simon effect suggests that the automatic-activation process that produces the Simon effect is intact, with practice introducing a process whose time course is constant over the RT distribution and which counteracts the activation of the corresponding response that produces the Simon effect (De Jong et al., 1994; Zhang & Kornblum, 1997) . This interpretation is consistent with Tagliabue et al.'s (2000) modeling of the basic Simon effect through activation produced by long-term associations and its modification through another source of activation produced by short-term associations that act independently from the long-term associations.
The one unambiguous exception involves transfer within the location-word mode after 300 or 600 practice trials in Experiment 2, where the Simon effect not only was absent overall but the distribution functions were flat. This flattening indicates that, after large amounts of practice, the RT distribution for noncorresponding trials in the transfer session no longer has greater variability than the RT distribution for corresponding trials. In terms of temporal activation properties, this finding could indicate that the words are no longer tending to activate their corresponding responses in the transfer session. Thus, whereas the other transfer effects seem to occur mainly by way of short-term associations established by the practice, the transfer from relevant to irrelevant location words may come about at least in part through suppres-sion of the long-term associations for words that typically produce activation of the corresponding response.
In summary, the present study indicates that transfer of an incompatible spatial mapping, after a small amount of practice, to a Simon task occurs primarily when the stimuli activate visualspatial codes, implying that these codes in the transfer task activate the spatial response codes to which they were previously mapped. The same response codes seem to be activated by stimuli in left-right physical locations and by left-right pointing arrows, indicating that the S-R associations acquired in practice are between shared spatial representations that do not depend on whether the mode was physical location or arrow. However, the RT distributions suggest that arrows may activate a semantic-spatial code in addition to the visual-spatial code. That arrows activate a shared representation with location words is supported as well by the stronger transfer effects between arrows and words than between physical locations and words after 600 practice trials. Another finding is that, with the exception of within-mode transfer for location words after extended practice, the transfer effects had relatively little influence on the distribution functions. Whatever the mechanism that is responsible for the processing dynamics in the Simon task, in many situations it contributes to performance to a similar extent following practice with an incompatible mapping as it does when there is no such prior practice.
